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Science Teaching with Moodle 2.0Packt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is becoming increasingly popular in schools worldwide due to its ease of use and flexibility. Science is the perfect subject to benefit from the features of Moodle as students will find it the easiest to learn with the help of interactive content, rather than reading textbooks. This book will teach you how to create quizzes, start...


		

Data Visualization with Flash Builder: Designing RIA and AIR Applications with Remote Data SourcesFocal Press, 2011

	In this section you will learn to build a Flex application. You will discover that Macromedia Flex Markup Language (MXML) is a great markup language to quickly create a working application. The application will load data from RSS and will display information accordingly. To get to this result, we need some theory about the Flex framework and...


		

Leading the Virtual Workforce: How Great Leaders Transform Organizations in the 21st CenturyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	As it turns out Bennis underestimated the impact that bad leadership
	can have. A combination of greed, hubris, flawed judgment, and miscalculation
	has made the Enron debacle seem almost quaint by comparison
	to the global financial crisis that we now face. Although numerous pundits
	and scholars have advanced many reasons for the...






		

Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 for Windows, Web, and Office Applications: Complete (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. This
	Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 book utilizes an innovative step-by-step pedagogy, which
	integrates demonstrations of professional-quality programs with in-depth discussions
	of programming concepts and techniques and opportunities for hands-on practice...


		

Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...


		

Private Cloud Computing: Consolidation, Virtualization, and Service-Oriented InfrastructureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Is “provisioning a web server in 5 minutes for $5” the most

	interesting thing about the cloud?





	Those responsible for IT in their enterprise are quickly

	discovering that the cloud is a game-changing trend that

	offers a completely new methodology for service provision.

	The cloud not only lets you cut...





		

Beginning Facebook Game Apps Development (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	Facebook has emerged over the last several years as the dominant social space. Their

	astronomical growth has made it the platform for social interaction on the web. Although

	there have been some hiccups along the way with privacy concerns, Facebook

	continues to grow and provide a space for users worldwide to interact with one...

		

Beginning PerlWrox Press, 2012


	That was the subtitle for this book that was sadly, but wisely, rejected. However, it conveys two

	things about this book that I’ve tried to focus on: getting a job and having fun while learning the

	skills you need. Well, as much fun as you can reasonably have while learning how to program.

	Although many books aren’t...

		

Thermodynamics of Biochemical ReactionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	This book is about the thermodynamics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions that make

	up the metabolism of living organisms. It is not an introductory text, but the

	fundamental principles of thermodynamics are reviewed. The reader does need

	some background in thermodynamics, such as that provided by a first course in

	physical...





		

Photoshop Elements 10 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Photoshop Elements 10 continues to evolve as a premier photo-editing application. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now chock-full of features that appeal to everyone who uses a camera, a cell phone camera, or a tablet camera.

	

	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many...


		

Making Things Move DIY Mechanisms for Inventors, Hobbyists, and ArtistsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	A unique guide to practical mechanical design principles and their applications

	In Making Things Move, you'll learn how to build moving mechanisms through non-technical explanations, examples, and do-it-yourself projects--from art installations to toys to labor-saving devices. The projects include a drawing machine,...


		

Graphics Tools---The jgt Editors' ChoiceCRC Press, 2005

	Computer Graphics professionals can now find in one volume a collection of 32 "gems" chosen by the editors of the journal of graphics tools, one of the leading publications in the field. These selected papers provide practical ideas and techniques that solve real problems in the areas of - Math & Programming Techniques...
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